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    1. Chapter 1

Chapter 1

Uneven footsteps thudded across the dry Georgia dust that day,
fleeing and falling away from the tragic scene behind. Eyes wide,
lungs burnt from the force of their panicked footsteps, the smell of
smoke and blood filling the air. The brush of the dense forest
scratched on skin, the sharp stinging of the wound aggravated by the
wind blowing through as they ran.

Sullen sounds of the dead and the crackle of fire became more and
more distance as the forest stretched on, seemingly endless. All of a
sudden they came to a stop, crumbling into the thick leaf bed below,
tired feet and searing lungs seemed to be the only threat for
now.

Their ragged breathing was the only sound, lungs strained from the
smoke and dust far behind them. But Beth couldn't escape it. There it
was.. unrelenting like a constant loop of terrifying film._The
Governor, the ring of the sword, the blood.._

"My Daddy is dead.."

Her voice didn't sound like her own, it was empty and detached like
she was trying so hard to believe that it was real. Daryl on the
other hand was painfully aware. It stung so hard he could almost
double over in pain; Hershel the man he'd deeply respected.. hell it



was more than that, the man he thought of as family was gone.
_Gone.._The ring of the sword was ever piercing in his ears, the way
the mirrored blade came away tarnished in the beloved man's blood
flashed again and again.

A laboured breath, a shake of his head and it was fading, the pain of
the ever so fresh memory of moments ago was washed away and a wave of
sound filled its place; the girls breathing was loud as she laid near
him, staring into the blue smear of sky that was barely visible
behind the clouds of pillowing dark smoke that towered behind the
trees.

"C'mon..." Daryl breathed, rising to look down at the Blonde haired
orphan on the ground.

Slowly she rose, looking warily around , scoping out the terrain for
Walkers. A grubby tanned hand nudged her arm, giving her the signal
to walk beside the him deep into the darkening forest..

_We can live here for the rest of our lives.._

It seemed so long ago. That small sentence scrawled on a page, it
almost felt like another life to Beth as she sat there on the dry
ground staring blankly at the fire. It popped and crackled some,
leaving blotches in front of her eyes as they scanned to the man
opposite. He hadn't said anything, even when she'd asked to do
something...anything except sit here powerless. She felt it, buried
under the grief, that spark of hope cracking to break free. Just like
the itch in her feet, it pushed her to move, run, search for her
family in any way possible.

"There's got to be other survivors?" she said, suddenly irritated at
the man's blatant disregard for her words.

"You're a tracker? You can track!" Beth couldn't stop herself, it
kept coming, frustration fuelling her actions, unlike her in every
way. The stoic man in front of her didn't respond much, the blank
flick of his eyes at her now upright stance was Beth's only tell that
he was _a_ctually listening. It made her angrier, stoking the embers
of anger in her gut.

"Fine. If you won't track, I will."

Daryl sat there, listening but silent wishing the overly optimistic
teen would sit the hell down and stop whining. It was unlikely there
was anyone left alive. Almost immediately he blinked, inwardly
scolding himself. Rick was strong so was Michonne.. they must have
got out. The girl's boots stomped into the forest and Daryl found
himself getting up, the heavy weight of obligation making him follow.
With heavy legs he dowsed the fire with dirt and walked the opposite
way against the brush, silently trying to find the teenager he'd
hardly spoken to but someone found himself minding.

It was light when he found her, the birds chirping loudly in a nearby
tree. He'd heard her before he spotted her blonde hair. Daryl knew
she wasn't a tracker, nothing of the sort but her efforts to keep
concealed were piss poor. He'd stepped forward out of the trees to
say something but obscured tracks caught his attention, the light in
the depths of him flickered but quickly dissipated when the boot
prints were uncovered. Hours old..



Daryl could almost feel the bloom of optimism coming off Beth, she
stood maybe a metre behind him, peering into the tracks she knew
nothing about.

"Whoever they are it means they're alive.."

"No." He bit. "It means they were alive four or five hours ago."
Daryl looked up, wondering how he got saddled with someone so out of
touch with the reality of this new world. Not as in denial as some
but bad enough. She should know better.

"They're alive." she'd hissed and the urge to snap at her boiled but
she'd stormed off just in time.

Beth paused, looking down at the grapes in the bandana Daryl had
shoved at her, his attempt of an apology at mentioning her Father she
supposed. Her stomach growled at the measly things in her hand. The
urge to eat them was strong but the thought of the others starving
somewhere outweighed the need.

"They're gonna be hungry when we find 'um" She muttered at Daryl's
back, he'd moved forward peaking her attention.

She took a moment to look at the man in front of her. She'd not taken
any time to look at him before, he was cool headed but aggressive and
hell...no one could miss the unfailing pessimism pouring off of
him.

_Human Blood.. _ he'd said, they'd put up a fight but whoever it was
didn't come out unscathed and in this world that meant certain death.
Beth felt instantly ashamed, she'd reprimanded Daryl for his lack of
faith just a few moments earlier.

Beth's heart jumped as a twig snapped. The long knife she'd acquired
held its own in the air, ready: but a cold hand gripped her shoulder
from behind, surprising her. Expecting an attack from the front she'd
not been as prepared as she'd first thought. Beth yelped at the cold
contact; teeth snapped at her exposed shoulders as she squirmed, the
knife becoming useless in her hands all she could do was shove. A
growl came from Daryl as he swooped after a miss directed arrow, his
hands grabbing the rotting Walker. Beth fell away, fumbling for her
knife as Daryl rolled over yanking the writhing shell of a man with
him. The knife she so easily dropped was driven into the decaying
skull of the walker; she'd done it.. This time it wasn't through the
safety of a fence. Beth found herself in a state of somewhat
confusion, she had no faith in herself as a fighter but the action
came from somewhere deep. Somewhere locked off from anyone, it held
all the rage directed to one person; The Governor.

"C'mon.." She heard Daryl breathe, he was looking at her with an
emotion she couldn't place. But Beth knew there was anger hidden
somewhere, even if there was she knew he'd never divulge it. He said
nothing, breathing heavily. All she was wanted to do was sit and cry
but somehow Beth knew it wasn't an option, not now..

Daryl had seen the boy sized shoe before Beth but he had no doubt
that the girl behind him had her own take on what happened here.
Blood tarnished the ground, there was no conceivable evidence that it
was anyone they knew, but that sinking feeling Daryl knew well



settled in his gut. The ground squelched underfoot, it was slippery
with organs and sinew; the hunched Walkers fed nosily the leftovers
didn't go wasted. Without a second thought he despatched them swiftly
with an arrow; retrieving them he yanked angrily, snatching the
arrows back.

He'd all but forgotten the girl; until she cried. Shallow, sharp
sounds stopped his fast pace, she was crying, mourning the people
that were now smears of blood in dirt. Daryl stopped, looking over
his shoulder at her, there wasn't anything to do.. no point in tears
so he looked away trudging against the tracks. But something unknown
stopped him, something different and he turned, helplessly staring
once again. She was shaking with tears and he knew, that in this
moment they weren't just for the people that were; they were for her
Father, for Maggie for everyone he himself had been trying to
forget.

Beth's fingers scanned the lined pages of the diary she'd kept hidden
before ripping them out and throwing it in the fire. Her eyes were
sore and heavy but sleep didn't come, she'd watched Daryl walk away
for a time and come back with a Rabbit. She'd declined food but Daryl
had, had none of it shoving a stick of cooked meat her way. Secretly
happy that she'd been shown the slightest bit of regard from her
begrudged fellow survivor. She ate slowly reading the words she'd
written a lifetime before.

_I believe for Daddy, if this doesn't work.. I don't know how I could
keep going.. _

The words rang clear and painfully true. She _d_idn't know how to
keep going, there was no tangible evidence that anyone she'd ever
loved was alive, but that unmistakable glow from the light within her
hadn't gone out. Beth didn't know why she even spoke, but when she
looked up Daryl was paying attention.

"We're going to find them. We will."

    2. Chapter 2

Beth stood in the middle of the dirt and called out to him, but he
ignored her, charging ahead at full speed. From the moment the embers
of the night's fire were stamped out he'd taken off without her, his
winged vest becoming ever further away. Beth shook her head, eyes
narrowing angrily. She didn't appreciate being this far behind him,
as much as she pleaded she could take care of herself being alone
didn't sit right. Being under his protection felt strangely
comforting. When they weren't arguing that is Beth thought, running
to keep up with him.

"Why did you run off?!" Beth stared incredulously at Daryl who
crouched down in the dirt, pulling viciously at a particularly nasty
looking Mud Snake under his boots.

"Snakes are fast.." he grunted, skilfully skinning the snake in the
early light of dawn. Beth observed the look on his face, it was
scrunched up, teeth biting his lower lip in concentration.

"You gonna stare or get those things set up?" Beth blinked, realising
she'd been staring at the kill for too long. She glared at him but



nodded, her small hands threading the car parts through some bailing
twine they'd found a few days back. She pulled at her work, testing
the noise and strength for good measure. It gave Daryl less cause to
moan anyway..

The midday sun seared down through the trees, helping to light the
fire. They'd not needed the extra heat but the mud snake wouldn't
cook itself. It was burnt in some places but it didn't bother Daryl
as he devoured the chunks of meat, spitting out the bones into the
fire. He knew that this couldn't go on much longer, they'd had hardly
any food since the Prison and Beth was starting to look a little
weary. Through the corner of his eye Daryl could see that she was
sweating, but there was no colour to her cheeks. As much as he
disliked the situation, if they were ever going to find their family
Daryl didn't want to bring back the Teenager dead. Something would
have to be done, they'd find somewhere to hold up for a bit; anything
to get out of the heat. Daryl had never had anyone rely on him
before, it felt like a heavy stone of obligation in his pocket; It
was slowing him down.

"I need a drink.."

Daryl chucked the bottle of collected rain water in Beth's direction,
wondering whether this was what it was like having a toddler. He'd
have to ask Rick, if they ever met again.. Judith would never have
been this testing, maybe she'd have been better use too.

"No, a real drink..I thought we could go find some?"

Daryl had heard. He was too engrossed in his mud snake to care about
the Teenagers odd request. He didn't bother to look as her boots
stormed past him.

The pull to get up and drag her defiant ass kicking and screaming
back to the camp was bubbling unusually under Daryl's skin. Not sure
whether it was the obligation to his scattered family or her defiance
that'd spurred the action but he moved scoping the bushes for her.
Once again he'd heard her muttering and the inconspicuous sound of
her heavy tread before even spotting the flash of gold against the
tree. His stance in the bushes and the fresh sent of snake blood
covered him from the walkers as they stumbled aimlessly past groaning
and growling in spooky unison. A flutter of fear gathered in his
chest as he spotted Beth upright, frozen in fear against the tree.
Daryl found himself torn, quickly turning over the implications of
leaving her to defend herself in his mind. Before he could act on
either a rock slammed into a tree off to the side of Beth herself;
she'd acted, cleverly much to Daryl's surprise. He pushed himself out
of the cover and stalked towards her, crossbow raised encase of any
danger to himself.

Hearing the crack of the brush nearby Beth jumped around, her heart
beating over time; _Daryl._ She made the effort to switch her
expression from fear to determination, bizarrely hoping he'd seen her
effort to defend herself. As she watched him eye her and turn away
anger rose, was he even capable of an expression or even a hint of
sourness at the fact he'd misjudged her will to live? Apparently
not.

At first Beth didn't want to move, but the further away he got the
anxiety she experienced grew stronger, ultimately drawing her to



follow. In the commotion Beth had forgotten her need to wander away
from the camp in the first place.. booze.

A wave of sadness crept over her as she walked, it'd been the first
time since _that_ day that'd she thought of Hershel; A stabbing
hitched her breathing, hot tears threatened but were blinked back.
The uncharacteristic quest for Alcohol had brought back hazy memories
of life at the farm; her Daddy scolding Maggie for stumbling home at
4am smelling of Vodka. She remembered laughing at the sight of her
sister hungover and banished to the barn for the night to
detox.

Something cold slamming into Beth's knees brought her back to
reality. Daryl was looking at her with cold eyes, crossbow slung over
a bare shoulder.

"You brought me back!?" She scowled, realizing her error of not
noticing the path he'd taken her.

"I'm not staying in the suck ass camp!" Hot anger worked its way to
the surface and she yelled at the surly man in front of her.

"Hey! You've had your fun!" Unexpectedly he spoke, barking angrily at
her.

Beth felt rough hands grab her bicep yanking her up and over the
string with ease. She felt herself freeze momentarily at the contact
before regaining her fire

"Don't you feel anythin'?!" Beth found herself screeching at Daryl,
his hand still holding her in place.

"Huh? Oh yeah.. you think everything's screwed! I guess that's a
feelin'!" Her breath was coming out in burst between sharp words.
Daryl was silent but Beth could see it'd had an effect on him.. he
didn't give much away though.

"What are we gonna do? Spend the rest of our lives staring into the
fire and eating mud snakes?!" She yelled incredulously, ignoring his
powerful gaze.

Beth could almost feel the anger buzzing off him, but he didn't
shout; A part of Beth wanted him to have a reaction...anything that
resembled a human was living inside that cave man shell he wore so
well.

She'd seen emotion in him before; first when the little girl came out
the barn, his face was twisted into heartbreak for Carol then almost
instantly it switched to hot anger and resentment. Then again, when
Zach died...his face was somewhat compassionate. But that Daryl died
at the prison. Beth didn't recognise this person. He was cold, angry
and uncaring staring back at her, those blue eyes holding her to the
spot. The bristling irritation was still there fluttering in her
stomach as his resentful eyes bored through her.. But Beth knew anger
felt white hot, whatever this was made her focus, dropping her with a
thud back into the world outside her brain.

Blinking, she tried to fall back into herself, trying to pull any
scrap of anger she could find to arm herself but falling flat.
Instinctively she fled away from Daryl, whose expression hadn't



changed.

..

Beth was tired. Her legs aching, every step felt like a mile. It was
nearly dusk, the sky was dark, thunder rumbled and churned in the
distance gaining on them, pushing the pair to walk faster. Any
shelter would be better than this. Beth stopped to look up at the sky
for a second, it was beautiful and deadly with equal measure.

"Beth. C'mon!" She heard Daryl shout over the rain that'd doused them
from head to toe.

Her jeans were uncomfortable, clinging to her skin making the cold
sting a little more.

"It's cold.." Beth moaned wiping water from her arms as she caught
up.

Daryl's untamed hair was slick, sticking to his face and neck. His
arms unlike Beth's were the same shade of dirt and tan, not a
goosebump in sight!

"Too slow.." he grunted.

Beth felt his hand drag her further, the trees doing little to shield
them from the downpour that was only getting worse the further they
walked. Beth wished he'd stop manhandling and asked nicely. _Yeah
like that's going to happen_ a sly version of Beth's own voice
chuckled in her head.

"Daryl! Stop.." Beth tried to yell but was caught on something sharp.
Her teeth gritted, as Daryl tried to release her, his yelling muffled
by the rain.

"My boots is caught! Stop yelling and hel-" her sentence was cut
short and something snapped sending her flying towards him.

With nothing to grab onto, her body flew forward landing with an
ungraceful thud on top of Daryl, sending them both into the mud. The
both failed helplessly, Daryl's hands grasped Beth's shoulders,
shoving her away from her place on his chest. He swore staring at the
state he was in and Beth couldn't help but giggle. Daryl on the other
hand wasn't happy..

"Think that's funny do ya? Huh?" He snarled using one hand to
retrieve his crossbow, the other wiped mud from his eyes.

"Daryl I- I'm sorry. I got stuck.." Beth's eyes were wounded, the
giggle died on her lips at his expression.

"Look were your goin' next time.." he snapped, pushing further into
the trees.

Daryl waited for her to catch up, she was always paces behind him and
he'd had enough. He'd yelled at her, grabbing her for the second time
today. He wasn't usually the manhandling women type of guy but this
moody blonde exasperated him. He'd pulled but something was wrong, it
looked to Daryl as if her boot had caught in a rib cage of a decaying
body. One more pull and she'd be free Daryl thought but all too



clearly from his position on the ground he'd misjudged her,
again.

Her hands went first grabbing the collar of his vest, her head
butting his chin. As they both fell Daryl jumped in surprise, feeling
Beth's cold hands grapple on his stomach for leverage to roll away.
The closeness of another person and squish of the mud awoke something
horrible in him, the dark feeling he had when he'd been back in
Atlanta with Merle. He snapped at the blonde who giggled stupidly
standing above him. She'd visibly recoiled at his words, her nose
wrinkling in shock at his tone. He said what he'd said out of
protection not malice but he guessed the two weren't mutually
exclusive any more.

The restless feeling of upsetting her didn't linger though; she kept
getting slower, the rain got worse and the thunder was drowning out
his own thoughts. They needed somewhere safe and dry, now.

"Hey! Daryl.." he heard Beth shout and turned, trying not to berate
her about the potential of attracting a walker, he knew they were
pretty feisty during the night and didn't want any run ins,
especially on such low energy. The both of them were useless.

He trudged through the mud and branches over to her, she was pointing
to a shed something small but dry from the looks of things. He nodded
in her direction signalling for her to lead the way, she looked the
slightest bit scared. Daryl didn't blame her, he hadn't exactly been
the best company these last few days. They both carried on exhausted
and freezing, but the barn was in sight.

"Get your knife out.." Daryl huffed, his crossbow aimed at the
barn.

Beth was shaking. Whether it was from cold or nerves Daryl couldn't
tell, he didn't much care either, as long as she got the job done; it
would do her good to have some adrenaline.

The barn doors flew open with the force of the wind, narrowly missing
Beth in the process. Daryl shot her a look before peering into the
barn carefully, a muffled noise had the both of them staring into the
darkness weapons poised for attack.

A particularly nasty bolt of lightning struck behind the structure
illuminating the black;

Beth's scream was piercing, it left Daryl's ears ringing. Seconds
later, in-between bolts of lightning he could see Beth slashing the
oncoming walkers. They'd been slow at first, but the scent of fear
and flesh had them react in an instant; clawing, snapping and
reaching out towards them.

"Beth! Run!" Daryl found himself reaching desperately for her hand,
looping her wrist with his fingers.

"Don't let up!" he yelled, knowing that one misstep or slip of the
hand would end them both.

He'd made a promise to Maggie back in those last moments before the
illusion of safety was ripped away and he didn't intend to break it
now.



Hey there! I hope you enjoyed this chapter! Any guesses what Daryl's
promise to Maggie was hmm? I'm going to play with the timing of the
events post Prison fall, it may not be in the TV show order but it's
in my order haha! Daryl was pretty much an arse in this chapter, Beth
was beth haha! Hopefully I'm doing them justice and writing them how
they are in the show but I can't help but feel I'm not doing that so
any constructive help would be welcomed! Hope you enjoyed! Feel free
to give it a Kudos etc.. it helps me write ;)

Love, x

End
file.


